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ABSTRACT
Polyelectrolyte based hydrogel fibers can mimic extracellular matrix and have applications
such as drug delivery and tissue scaffolding. Metal ions play a critical role in hydrogel fiber
stability via electrostatic interactions, but knowledge of how they modulate mechanical properties
of individual polyelectrolyte polymers is lacking. In this study, electrospun polyacrylic acid with
chitosan is used as a model system to evaluate ferric ion effect on nanofiber mechanics. Using dark
field microscopy imaging and persistence length analysis, we demonstrate that ferric ions modulate
the bending stiffness of nanofibers. Young’s modulus of individual nanofibers is estimated at
values of a few kilopascals, suggesting that electrospun nanofibers possibly exist in a hydrated
state. Furthermore, Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra indicate the effect of ferric ions on
polyacrylic acid molecular bonds. Our results suggest that metal ions can regulate single nanofiber
stiffness, thereby providing designs to fabricate hydrogels in a tunable fashion.
Keywords: Hydrogel nanofiber, Young’s modulus, persistence length, metal ions
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Polyelectrolyte nanofiber hydrogels demonstrate unique properties that make them exceptional
for use in biomedical applications. The chapter that follows aims to inform the reader on
background information on polyelectrolyte complexes, including nanofiber metal ion interactions,
mechanics, their further creation into hydrogels, and biomedical applications. This thesis’ central
theme is to understand the characteristics of individual nanofiber mechanics, as well as how their
complex interaction with metal ions affect these polyelectrolyte structures.
1.1 Polyelectrolyte hydrogels
Hydrogels are made of hydrophilic polymers able to retain water and swell to many times their
size without losing their structured, 3-dimensional networks (Hoffman, 2012). The polymer chains
can be synthetic or natural and provide functional groups for solutions to interact with while
offering further functionalization of the hydrogel. Materials utilized can be biodegradable and
biocompatible while taking advantage of a high surface to volume ratio for maximum interactions
with less material requirement of a similar product at a larger scale. Because of their molecular
bond interactions, it is possible to make hydrogels reversible in nature by alternating between
collapsed or swollen states in reaction to environmental changes such as pH, temperature,
electricity, or ionic strength (Wei et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2015). To reinforce the bonds necessary
for flexibility in fluctuating environments, crosslinking is applied chemically or physically
(Ahmed, 2015; Maitra & Shukla, 2014).
1.1.1 Characteristics of polyelectrolyte hydrogels. Polyelectrolyte hydrogels are created
when two types of polymers of opposite charge are used. Their main form of crosslinking is
physical in nature which relies mainly on electrostatic interactions but can also include hydrogen
1

or van der Waals types of bond forming (Omidian & Park, 2010). Physical bonds are reversible,
allowing for unique properties without sacrificing other characteristics afforded to hydrogels due
to their inherent none-permanent linking. Chemical bonds, such as covalent or are more permanent
and therefore limit hydrogel swelling, as well as requiring more complex procedures for
fabrication. Hydrogen and van der Waals bonding could require more complex procedures or limit
flexibility of mechanical properties because of their weak attractions not being able to withstand
fluctuations or more extreme changes of their environment (Y. Wang et al., 2017; Zhu,, 2015).
Because electrostatic interactions of PECs are not permanent, they allow for the hydrogel ability
to self-heal. Though the bonds can be severed, the newly open sites can interact with other open
bonds and recreate electrostatic links to “heal” the gel in mimicry of healing tissues, an important
characteristic of living organisms. Unfortunately, this does come with a sacrifice in mechanical
strength that leaves the hydrogels unable to function in strenuous environments such as those seen
in living organisms (Haraguchi et al., 2011). Overcoming this leads to creation of a hydrogel
capable of sustaining itself for much longer without outside influence and has been done on several
occasions through different forms of crosslinking or fabrication including layer-by-layer additions
(Lichter et al., 2008), free radical polymerization (Y. Wang et al., 2017), and electrospinning
(Desai et al., 2008).
Another aspect of living tissue biology hydrogels can mimic is the extracellular matrix. It was
believed that the physical environment in which cells are cultured is not of major importance for
studies of live cells so long as the proper nutrients are present, but recent research has shown that
the dimensions of the environment a cell is in is just as important as other aspects required for
successful culturing (Tibbitt & Anseth, 2009; J. H. C. Wang & Thampatty, 2006). Growing certain
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cell lines on flat 2D structures create cells that do not function as they would in their natural
environment, leading to erroneous growth through failure to exhibit signaling or proliferation seen
in vivo. Hydrogels offer biocompatibility through select polymers for fabrication and mimicry of
the highly porous network in the structure of their nanofibers. They have tunable stimuli response
that could also be selected for through the right polymer blend and mechanical strength for sturdy
scaffolds applied to cell growth when in medium, making them optimal replacements for ECM in
biomedical applications to avoid adverse reactions other materials might create (Geckil et al.,
2010).
The main factor on which all other characteristics of hydrogels rely on is their ability to swell
to many times their weight without completely losing their 3D system of polymers. Components
that make up the hydrogel rely on their functional groups for interaction with their environment,
leading to a pH and osmotic migration of ionic molecules both into and out of the network in
response to changes in stimuli (Figure 1). To reach swelling equilibrium, the force of solvent
entering the hydrogel must balance with the elastic force of the polymer chains that brace against
it. The electrostatic interactions along the chains of polymers give the hydrogel flexibility to break
and recreate links without loss of overall structure and are the main driving force for swelling
because of their electrostatic repulsion between polymer groups of similar charge. The charge
density afforded by the polymer chain functional groups therefore become the main effectors of
swelling with higher density offering optimized swelling abilities (Ostroha et al., 2004).
1.1.2 Nanofiber fabrication and characterization. Though hydrogels can be fabricated
as one whole material, fabrication of nanofiber mats that swell to become hydrogels offer a less
complex method of formation with their own tunability through individual nanofiber fabrication
3

methods. The process of electrospinning provides a simple method of production at lower cost
(Malhotra et al., 2016) but comes with a plethora of its own tunable parameters for nanofiber
synthesis. Most of them fall under three categories: the electrospinning apparatus, characteristics
of the polymers used, and the influence of the environment in which the nanofibers are electrospun
(Angammana & Jayaram, 2016).
Many of the stimuli that determine nanofiber diameter, mechanical strength, and crosslinking
abilities have been well studied (Angammana & Jayaram, 2016; Camposeo et al., 2013; D. Li &
Xia, 2004) with focus on interplay between the changes of apparatus and response of the different
polymer solutions. Characterization of resulting nanofibers has been done mostly as a system (a
mat) for mechanical properties, though there have been some studies concentrating more on the
individual nanofiber traits. Most measurements of single nanofibers in study have relied on
application of atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), or a
combination of more than one method of characterization that calls for more complicated,
customized processes (Y. Li & Wan, 2017; E. P. S. Tan & Lim, 2004). Unfortunately, this does
not allow for a wide sample range but does give insight into nanofiber structure, mechanical
properties, and morphology. By optimizing the characteristics of the nanofibers, the hydrogel
system limitations change. Nonetheless, across all studies the main goal is to create dependable
measures for uniform, un-beaded, mechanically sound nanofibers for optimized hydrogel
applications.
Polyelectrolyte nanofiber hydrogels have applications that span across many different
industries (Figure 2). They have been researched as filtration systems, delivery vehicles, and
sensory systems. Arguably, the biomedical field has seen the most growth in hydrogel research
4

due to the unique abilities allowed through bottom-up approach of fabrication starting at the nanoscale and taking advantage of the high surface to volume ratio. The functional groups of polymers
chosen for fabrication can be utilized to create versatile, reversible hydrogels with drug delivery
capabilities. The delivery systems take advantage of the characteristic responses of the nanofibers
to the environmental changes such as temperature, pH, or light to ensure the hydrogels have a
controlled, reproducible reaction (Qiu & Park, 2001). Their reversible nature and self-healing
abilities also allow them to be good mimics of tissue for tissue scaffolding, encouraging studies
into organ and bone production that could be customized to the patient based on their own cell
culturing (Francis Michael et al., 2016). Because of this, tunability of their ECM mimicking
mechanical properties has become a focus. Based on different stages of cell proliferation, the
hydrogels could be made more porous, swollen into more elastic gels, or encouraged to raise
crosslinking for stiffer scaffolds to successfully see the cells to maturity through their varied
requirements (Engler et al., 2006; Smyth et al., 2017; Stachowiak et al., 2005). Another
application, wound delivery, also takes advantage of these same characteristic abilities but is
optimized through the polymers chosen. For instance, chitosan is known to be a biodegradable,
non-toxic material with antibacterial properties (Takei et al., 2012). When used in wound dressing
hydrogels, not only do they bring the polymer characteristics as an advantage, they also can be
tuned to become drug delivery vehicles and are antibacterial in nature (Y. Wang et al., 2017).
1.2 Polyelectrolyte nanofiber mechanics
The influence of nanofiber mechanics on cellular response is crucial to the success of hydrogel
control over the desired mechanisms of healing in biomedical applications. As such,
characterization of nanofiber features is key in the understanding of their effect for tunability.
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Fabrication methods, polymer type, and the crosslinking sort therefore can lead to creation of
nanofibers ranging widely in their characteristics. For this study, polyacrylic acid and chitosan
were chosen as the main polymer components. Though this system has been studied,
characterization of mechanical properties affected by the addition of ferric metal ions still requires
further quantitative attention.
1.2.1 Metal ion mediated crosslinking of PAA and CS. Polyacrylic acid is a polymer
made up of carboxyl functional groups atop a hydrocarbon backbone, functioning as the main
creators of the net negative charge (Chen et al., 2006; L. Li & Hsieh, 2005). These form ionic
crosslinks with chitosan’s positively charged amine groups in nanofiber fabrication for improved
stability in fluctuating pH environments (Chavasit et al., 1988). Nonetheless, they still lack
stability and mechanical strength. The resulting hydrogels have instability at higher salt
concentrations and greater variance of pH due to the breaking of electrostatic bonds in the hydrogel
that take away any reversibility of the nanofiber complex. Furthermore, they have been shown to
be soluble in water and are hard to create at pH values in the acidic range (under 3) due to the
protonation of chitosan and polyacrylic acid functional groups (Chavasit et al., 1988; Penchev et
al., 2008; H. Wang et al., 1997). Care in approach of method of creation does allow for
complexation of the nanofibers, but the further stability of the system requires further fortification.
Adding metal ions to polyelectrolyte polymer nanofibers stabilizes the system in varying
environments through raising of crosslink density and migration of metal ions for self-healing
abilities (Calvo-Marzal et al., 2011; Malhotra et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2013). The metal ions interact
mainly with functional groups of polyacrylic acid but also increase swelling abilities due to the
density of ionic areas on the nanofibers, which become points of contact for water molecules when
6

swelling into a hydrogel. The effect of several types of metal ions have been tested on different
types of polyelectrolyte complexes with varying degrees of success (Guibal, 2004; Malhotra et al.,
2016; Su et al., 2011). Ferric metal ions bound to PAA:CS nanofibers have been shown to create
clusters that interact via bidentate bridging with carboxyl groups of PAA as opposed to
monodentate bridging or bidentate chelating (Figure 3) (Baigorri et al., 2007; Yokoi et al., 1993).
Therefore, two molecules of ferric interact with two separate oxygen groups of a single carbon of
the carboxyl groups on PAA. This can vary depending on environmental influences or
multivalence of the metal ion as well, leading to a 1:1 ratio of carboxyl group to metal ion
(monodentate), or formation of bidentate chelation “rings” by sharing one ferric per two oxygen
groups of the same carboxyl carbons. Determination of shifting between bridging types can be
seen through peak deconvolution studies of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra, in which
the numerical difference between PAA carboxylate functional group symmetric and asymmetric
bond vibrational infrared peaks are compared to those of PAA:CS with the metal ions. Whether
the difference in peaks of the salt (PAA:CS:Fe3+) is smaller or bigger than that of carboxylate
groups of PAA:CS is characteristic of the type of bonding the metal ions do with the functional
group of the polyelectrolytes, as seen in our results in chapter 3.
1.2.2. Mechanical properties of PAA and CS hydrogels. Mechanical properties studied
for PAA:CS complexes have focused mainly on the hydrogel as a bulk material with varied
preparation methods. One-pot free radical polymerization was studied by Zhong et al., relying on
polyacrylic acid, ferric metal ions, and a Bis crosslinker to synthesize hydrogels reliant on ionic
and minor covalent links for their strength (Zhong et al., 2016). Difficulty of direct comparison
between different studies found in the literature is present in that not all use the same method of
characterization calculations or final measurements. Zhong et al.’s study for example, reveals a
7

stress change in the hydrogels in a 0-1.2 megapascal (MPa) range for varying ferric concentrations,
while a study done by Nam et al. showed PAA:CS in varying ratios cast and dried as membranes
with measurements of tensile strength ranging from 1-16 MPa (Nam & Lee, 1997). Gulyuz et al.
focused on polyacrylic acid hydrogels fabricated through micellar copolymerization with
cetyltrimethylammonium (Gulyuz & Okay, 2014). Their results showed Young’s modulus both in
water (183-605 kPa) and pre-swelling (8-30 kPa) and included fracture stress and stress at break
in their analysis. Other work done by Calvo-Marzal et al. used free radical polymerization to create
sol-gel transitioning hydrogels with PAA and ferric metal ions (Calvo-Marzal et al., 2011) reliant
on voltage for redox-oxidation reactions controlling characteristics and leading to a range of
Young’s modulus 0.5-2.1 MPa. The development of these various studies demonstrates the
importance of the strength of crosslinks within the complexes presented but have not focused on a
single method of characterization for rheology. Further study into the electrospinning method with
nanofiber mechanics pre-hydrogel swelling therefore, has been lacking.
Nanofiber mechanical studies have been done on a variety of complexes but can be tedious in
that they require more intricate and sometimes customized methodology. Isolation of single
nanofibers and manipulation to be able to test mechanical characteristics can be difficult and only
offer a small sample size outside of 3D mat fabrication which is done through continuous
electrospinning until several layers of fibers are stacked on each other. Instrumentation has
included nano-indentation through atomic force microscopy, in which the cantilever is used in
contact mode to apply a controlled load on the nanofiber to study deformation based on the elastic
properties of the nanofiber (Camposeo et al., 2013). More recently, nanotensile testers have been
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developed as well in an attempt to study nanofiber mechanics with more standard control through
a commercially available method (Y. Li & Wan, 2017).
Beam bending theory is applied to the nanofibers under these methods, assuming them to be
prismatic elastic beams with pure bending other than at the substrate-adhered ends (E. P. S. Tan &
Lim, 2004). Nanofibers diameter is known to have correlation with its’ resulting Young’s modulus,
in which higher diameter leads to lower Young’s modulus (Arinstein & Zussman, 2011; Camposeo
et al., 2013). This results in inaccuracy if the measurements are done in very small sample sizes
along non-uniform nanofibers. Why this correlation occurs has not been fully understood, though
theories range from surface tension influence to supramolecular structures within the individual
nanofiber (Arinstein et al., 2007; Jian-Gang Guo and Ya-Pu, 2007). The structure of individual
nanofibers has been recognized as important in guidance of characteristics displayed in dry and
hydrated states but requires further study for optimization. Application of metal ions has shown a
positive influence on nanofiber mechanics, though quantification of effects still requires further
study for tunable hydrogels.
1.3 Hypothesis
Ferric metal ions have been shown to influence the PAA mechanical properties through
crosslinking effects. However, how the metal ions affect individual nanofibers mechanics such as
bending stiffness and Young’s modulus, have not been shown. We hypothesize that ferric metal
ions modulate mechanical properties of nanofibers. To test our hypothesis, an electrospun
polyacrylic acid nanofiber with chitosan is used as a model system in evaluation of ferric ion
effects on nanofiber mechanics and structure through biophysical studies, structural investigation,
and application of beam bending theory.
9

Figure 1. Reversible swelling of pH dependent PAA hydrogel. Cation exchange was used to
change the characteristics of the nanofiber tubes without losing their structural integrity. Image
reference from: (Meng et al., 2015).
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Figure 2. Application of nanofibers in varying industries. Image reference from:
(Angammana & Jayaram, 2016).
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Figure 3. Ferric binding modes to carboxylate groups of PAA. Mode of binding depends on
environmental influence, but overall ferric metal ions have strong ionic interactions with the
polymer. Image reference from: (Baigorri et al., 2007).
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CHAPTER TWO: MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Nanofiber synthesis by electrospinning.
Electrospinning is the process in which nanofibers are formed via electrostatic interactions
of the mixture and interaction with voltage applied to that solution. This type of fabrication has
great versatility in application and is one of the simplest methods of nanofiber synthesis without
losing their vast range of scalability or high production volume abilities (Reneker & Yarin, 2008).
The solution is placed in a syringe which is attached to a metal needle while a pump device controls
flow rate at which the solution is pushed out. Because the spinneret has an induced positive charge,
the fluid is subjected to this as well as electrostatic repulsion of its own ions. Fluid surface tension
tends to prefer spherical shapes but attachment of a needle with induced voltage breaks past the
surface tension using Coulomb repulsion (D. Li & Xia, 2004). This forces the fluid into a jet-like
shape that is pulled towards a collector (with an induced negative charge) down an electrical
gradient. Collectors are placed at a calculated distance from the end of the needle so as the
nanofiber is produced, all solvent used in the solution evaporates, leaving dry-state nanofibers
(Figure 4) (D. Li & Xia, 2004). The determination of distance is done through study of the solution
being used, solvent added, and testing to see how changes in distance between the spinneret and
collector change the morphology (changes in thickness, beading, fiber uniformity). Different
solutions have their own optimized parameters which play a major role in the morphology of
individual nanofibers, as seen in the following section. The electrospinning parameters used in this
study for polyacrylic acid nanofibers with chitosan are shown in section 2.1.2.
2.1.1. Variables Affecting Nanofiber Characteristics. Electrospinning has several
parameters that have been studied to optimize nanofiber formation. Instrumentation parameters
13

include changes in applied voltage, distance between electrodes, and flow rate while solution
conductivity, solvent choice, and polymer viscosity impact nanofiber fabrication from the
component aspects (Angammana & Jayaram, 2016; Haider et al., 2015; L. Li & Hsieh, 2005;
Reneker & Yarin, 2008). The interplay of all parts of the system could make the difference
between nanofiber or nanoribbon formation, or whether a solution clumps to create beads, leading
instead to electrospraying.
Critical voltage creates nanofibers without formation of beads, and is unique to the
nanofiber solution based on the polymers and solvents within (Angammana & Jayaram, 2016;
Haider et al., 2015). A voltage rise past the critical point leads to beading of nanofibers due to the
Taylor cone being too constricted while still trying to push through the same flow rate. Similarly,
the flow rate has a critical point at which the polymer solution optimally forms nanofibers without
deformation. Too high of a flow rate could create thicker nanofibers with higher porosity and
ribbon-like morphology since the thicker diameters would require longer times to allow solvent
evaporation and therefore have bigger pockets of solvent. Morphology can also be affected by the
distance between the electrodes, also known as the needle to collector distance in this method of
electrospinning, since these are generally what the electrodes are connected to. As distance
between the collector and needle rises, the nanofibers have smaller diameters as well. On the other
hand, too short of a distance does not allow proper nanofiber formation and raises diameter
measurements (lowering Young’s modulus measurements). The shortening of the gap allows less
solvent to evaporate from the jet while the electric field application onto the nanofiber rises (since
the electrodes are closer), leading to faster jets that could see minor diameter thinning. Therefore,
a low enough voltage within the critical range helps create nanofibers optimally since it raises the
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amount of time the jet is being suspended in the electric gradient but takes advantage of the
stronger electric field to help thin out the nanofiber (Angammana & Jayaram, 2016; Haider et al.,
2015).
Solution parameters could have just as much of an effect on final morphology of
nanofibers. Ionic conductivity of the solution affects the jet diameter and could be optimized with
salts or other polyelectrolytes due to there being more charge carrier concentration for the induced
voltage to interact with (Miyamoto & Shibayama, 1973). Their presence also helps to shield the
polymer chains from their own charge repulsion, compacting the nanofibers more uniformly (L.
Li & Hsieh, 2005). The general relationship between conductivity and nanofiber diameter is that
as conductivity of the solution rises, the diameter decreases. If the conductivity is too high though,
the solution becomes more unstable and leads to higher bending instability and non-uniform
nanofibers of varying diameters (Bhardwaj & Kundu, 2010; S. H. Tan et al., 2005). On top of
reliance of conductivity on salts, variation of evaporating solvent in the solution could also affect
the final morphology. More volatile solvents have higher evaporation rates, though quicker
evaporation could mean that they leave the jet before too long into the jet elongation and create
blockage on the needle tips from the dried solution (Haider et al., 2015). With low volatility (and
therefore longer evaporation times), the nanofiber would not be dry enough by the time it reaches
the collector and could lead to a mesh instead of individual fiber formation. Once a solvent is
chosen, its effects on the viscosity or “gel-like nature” of the polymer solution must also be
considered. If the viscosity is too low, the surface tension of the bead will have a harder time
forming a proper jet and instead forms beads, or beaded jets. Higher viscosities give more uniform
nanofibers with larger diameters but too high could clog the needle. Overall, every parameter is
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interwoven and changing one affects many of the others. To study a certain complex, all aspects
of the electrospinning apparatus should be considered for fabrication of uniform, tunable
nanofibers.
2.1.2. Fabrication parameters for PAA:CS nanofibers. Our system of study included
0.1M FeCl3 and 6M HCl solutions added to 0.568 grams 4.4% CS in 25% acetic acid and stirred
for 30 minutes to get a homogeneous solution. After this, 1.43 grams of 35% PAA (Mw ~240,000,
Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the above solution to make PAA:CS with mass ratio of 20:1.
Different 0.1M FeCl3 amounts were used to make Fe3+ metal ion concentrations 0.04%, 0.07%,
0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% in solution by molar of the carboxylate group on PAA. To avoid
gelation between Fe3+ and PAA, the pH was kept at 1 by addition of 6M HCl. Different amounts
of deionized water kept the solution at total polymer concentration of 20%.
The above solution was loaded into a plastic syringe equipped with a 16 mm gauge needle
made of stainless steel. The needle was connected to a high-voltage power supply, and solution
was supplied continuously by a syringe pump. The electrospinning process was conducted in air
at room temperature with voltages ranging between 10 and 12 kV. To obtain continuous and
homogeneous nanofibers, voltages applied were adjusted during the process whenever necessary.
The collector, a piece of aluminum foil, was placed 27 cm away from the tip of the needle
(Malhotra et al., 2016). The as–spun nanofibers were dried at 40ᵒC under vacuum and stored in a
desiccator for later use.
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2.1.3. Conductivity of pre-electrospun solutions.

Ionic conductivity of the pre-

electrospun nanofiber solutions is dependent of ions as the main charge carriers due to the nature
of the polymers as polyelectrolyte materials as opposed to electrical conductivity which has
electrons, ions, or a combination of both as charge carriers (Shetzline & Creager, 2014). Our
system of study included 0.1M Samples of 6 grams of specific pre-electrospun polymer solution
were placed in a 15mL EZ Flip™ conical centrifuge tube for conductivity studies. The
measurements were obtained by a Thermo Scientific Orion 5 STAR A111 Benchtop Meter.
2.2. Scanning electron microscopy
SEM imaging utilizes an electron beam that interacts with the atoms of the sample and causes
ejection of secondary electrons based off of topography and type of sample. The images seen are
caused by detection of the secondary electrons in a rasterized pattern as the electron beam moves
over the sample. A vacuum environment assures that the electron beam will only bounce off the
sample and not air molecules in the sample chamber (Seiler, 1983). To satisfy the conductivity
requirement of SEM, a conductive layer of metal (~10nm thickness) is applied over samples that
are non-conductive or not conductive enough materials which could trap electrons and create
bright spots in the image (Oatley, 1955).
Our study applied SEM (ZEISS ULTRA 55) for imaging on nanofibers electrospun on glass
slides and coated in a thin layer of Au/Pb (Emitech k550). Working distance was between 6-10
mm and required 5 kV for imaging. Fiber diameter was measured through the scale bar on the
images.
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2.3. Infrared Spectroscopy
To better understand the results of nanofiber characteristics at different concentrations of metal
ions, deeper study into structural morphology was done. Initial application of Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to give a ‘fingerprint’ of pre-electrospun nanofiber
solutions, with later application of atomic force microscopy infrared studies for more detailed
understanding of the structural makeup of individual nanofibers.
2.3.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. FTIR is the study of molecular bond
vibrational frequencies through the application of infrared radiation and the resulting analysis of
absorptions by the molecules. The structure and vibrational frequencies of the bonds and/or
functional groups create a unique ‘fingerprint’ characteristic of that type of molecule (Coates,
2006). Functional groups, type of bonds (including twisting, stretching, etc.), and effect of nearby
molecules all influence the final spectrum of the sample and allow for close study of changes in a
system.
The infrared spectra of the PAA:CS nanofiber pre-electrospinning solutions were obtained
using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 series FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 600 to 4000 cm-1
with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and scan number of 4 to simulate the fibers. Nanofibers were too small
for detection of signal and therefore vacuum-dried membranes of sample solution were used. None
of the components were lost during the electrospinning process (simulated using vacuum drying
on the solution).
2.3.2. Atomic Force Microscopy-Infrared Spectroscopy. NanoIR takes advantage of
combining atomic force microscopy (AFM) that is capable of providing nanoscale resolution of
physical properties with IR spectroscopy, which can elucidate chemical fingerprints of materials.
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Initially discussed in 2000 by Hammiche et al. (Hammiche et al., 1999) and Anderson (Anderson,
2000), the rudimentary design consisted in mounting an AFM into the FTIR chamber. Upon
illuminating the sample with IR light, vibrational modes in the material are excited by absorbing
photons with energy required for the transitions. The energy absorbed upon excitation, is later
released to the material in the form of heat. Such heat in the lattice leads to thermal expansion,
which can then be detected with the AFM. Since the AFM cantilever is in direct contact with the
sample, thermal expansion applies brief force (upward) to the cantilever tip. Due to the light pulse
(similar to an impulse), this takes the form of ringing (large oscillations) at the cantilever’s resonant
frequencies. The cantilever motion is monitored using the readout laser being reflected off of the
back of the cantilever and onto a photodiode detector. Once the IR light is off, the sample dissipates
all the heat, and returns back to initial conditions (Anderson, 2000; Dazzi et al., 2012). Thus, the
thermal expansion of the sample can be controlled by changing the pulse width or repetition rate
of the excitation light (Figure 5). NanoIR imaging for this work was conducted with the cantilever
in contact with the sample surface. The IR laser pulse was set to match the contact resonance of
the cantilever. Two additional functions were considered for the data presented here: fixing the
laser wavelength to a specific wavelength (remnant of FTIR peaks of interest) to generate a
chemical map or by fixing the cantilevers position and sweeping the wavelength (1530 cm -1 to
1810 cm-1) to obtain a localized IR spectrum.
For our study, sample preparation was modified to be considered optimal for nanoIR
measurements. The fibers were deposited onto silicon wafers, selected due to absence of bands
within the range of 1530 cm-1 to 1810 cm-1. Wafers were cleaned in absolute ethanol by sonication
bath for 2 h then rinsed by ddH2O. In order to provide sufficient background for accurate IR
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spectra, a half of each substrate was covered with aluminum foil during deposition to maintain a
clean area for reference. Localized IR measurements were performed on a nanoIR2 platform
(Anasys Instrument). The cantilevers selected for imaging were silicon n-type probes coated with
gold on both sides. The associated contact resonance of the cantilevers used was 11-19 kHz with
a force constant of 0.1-0.6 N/m. Imaging was collected at a constant scan rate of 1.0 Hz and at 500
by 500 pixels. For each sample multiple AFM images of the fibers was collected, as well as several
IR spectra at various locations of the fibers fixed at 1710 cm-1 wavenumber, specific to PAA
nanofibers. In cases where aggregates were observed, spectra on the fiber areas with and without
aggregates were obtained to compare the composition.
2.4. Nanofiber bending mechanics analysis
While confocal microscopy allowed for the initial imaging of the PAA:CS nanofibers at
different concentrations of ferric metal ions, further application of mechanical analysis was
required. The idea of the nanofiber as a rod therefore, allowed use of the bending beam theory for
calculation of mechanical characteristics.
2.4.1 Confocal microscopy imaging and persistence length analysis. Electrospun
nanofibers were collected on microscope coverslips and visualized with an Olympus BX51M
confocal dark field microscope equipped with a digital camera (Progres Gryphax model from
Jenoptik) with a 20x objective. Filters were used to enhance nanofiber images on the microscope,
including exposure filters for nanofiber brightness through lower gain filtration, color control, and
high contrast. Low saturation and gamma values with high sharpness and noise reduction further
allowed for clearer nanofiber distinction. Dark field microscope images were further processed for
enhanced contrast and skeletonized using ImageJ software (NIH). Persistence software (Graham
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et al., 2014) and OriginPro 8 software were used to analyze the average length (Lavg) and bending
persistence length (Lp) of PAA nanofibers (N=630-2200).
Nanofiber bending persistence length (Lp) was determined from the two-dimensional average
angular correlation (<Cs>) of the polymer tangent angles () along the nanofiber segment length
(s) as shown in Equation (1) for each chosen nanofiber before calculation of an overall average
calculation of segment length (Lavg) and bending persistence length (Lp) (Graham et al., 2014).
< 𝐶(𝑠) > =< 𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝜃(𝑠) − 𝜃(0)] > = 𝑒 −𝑠/2𝐿𝑝

(1)

The relationship of Equation (1) makes it so that if a nanofiber has higher stiffness, the angular
correlation between the two endpoints of the contour length rises (Figure 6). This is due to thermal
fluctuation not bending the filament as much and the fiber going a longer distance before the
bending affects apply.
2.4.2 Beam theory for nanofiber bending mechanics and Young’s modulus estimation.
Bending beam theory allows for the study of flexural rigidity and correlation with Young’s
modulus in a cross-section analysis of a beam bent by a controlled force. As the nanofiber bends,
curvature in the rod is created. The application of force to the nanofiber is reflected in the bending
moment (M) created by the curvature in the bend (1/R), with (R) representing radius of the curve
of the nanofiber in Equation (2).
𝑀=

𝐸𝐼

(2)

𝑅
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Flexural rigidity takes into account Young’s modulus (E) and second moment of inertia (I) of
the nanofiber due to influence from the nanofiber’s isotropic and homogenous nature and could be
represented as flexural rigidity value (κ) in Equation (3) (Howard, 2001).
(3)

𝜅 = 𝐸𝐼

The theory depends on the assumption that the force is applied perpendicular to the beam. As
the controlled force pushes on the nanofiber, the surface in contact with the applied force contracts,
while the opposing face of the beam extends. At the center of the beam the forces of contraction
and extension cancel out due to the force being perpendicular to the midpoint between both
reactionary forces, creating a neutral plane within the bending nanofiber (Figure 7) (Kelly, 2013).
It should be noted that such moment of inertia is based solely on geometry and therefore will only
consider the influence of the Young’s modulus and overall cross-sectional shape. A nanofiber can
be assumed as a cylindrical rod, therefore the second moment of inertia is calculated from Equation
(4), where (r) is the radius of a circular cross-section.
𝜋𝑟⁴

𝐼=

(4)

4

Furthermore, establishing this relationship can be extended to take into account of the bending
stiffness connection to Young’s modulus through the flexural rigidity (κ) in the study of persistence
length of the nanofibers in Equation (5), whereby the bending stiffness is represented by Lp and
thermal energy (kBT).
𝐸=

𝜅
𝐼

=

𝐿 p 𝑘B 𝑇

(5)

𝐼
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Moment of inertia (I) of PAA nanofibers was calculated based on radius measurement from
SEM images assuming a rod-like figure (Figure 8A, B) (McCullough et al., 2008; Nakielski et al.,
2015; Ott et al., 1993). Scale of measurement was provided on the images. ImageJ software helped
get diameter measurements by hand which were then converted from the pixel units to nanometers.
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Figure 4. Electrospinning instrumentation setup. Polymer solutions are affected by the
application of voltage and other controllable parameters. Image reference from: (D. Li & Xia,
2004).
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Figure 5. NanoIR setup schematic. AFM cantilever tip is in contact with sample which is
placed on a silicon substrate. As the IR laser source excites the fibers, the cantilever captures the
photothermal expansion of the material. Each pulse of IR light leads to cantilever ringing (blue
curve). This is being detected using a read-out laser being bounced off of the back of the cantilever
and onto a detector. The ringing is Fourier transformed to obtain the frequency spectrum (red).
The amplitude of the contact resonance peak is recorded to obtain the NanoIR spectra or images.
Image reference from: (Dazzi et al., 2012).
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Figure 6. Measurement of bending stiffness in nanofibers relies on correlation analysis
between chosen endpoints. Persistence software takes measurements at multiple points along the
length of the nanofiber to build Lp analysis, which can then be applied in OriginPro calculations
of angular correlation.
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Figure 7. Bending beam theory application for nanofiber Young's modulus measurement. As
a fiber bends, one side has applied force and contracts to create a shorter edge, while the
corresponding opposite side undergoes an extension. The neutral surface is assumed parallel to the
applied force and has no contractile or extension forces affecting it since they cancel out in that
plane. Image reference from: (Kelly, 2013)
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Figure 8. Representative images of PAA:CS nanofiber SEM. Measurement of diameter was
used in calculations of individual nanofiber second moment of inertia, which could then be used
to estimate Young’s modulus measurements.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS
3.1. Ferric ions modulate the mechanical properties and average length of polyacrylic
acid nanofibers.
Imaging of PAA:CS nanofibers revealed initial indication of changes induced by the addition
of ferric metal ions to the complex (Figure 9). Application of the images to analysis via
Persistence and OriginPro software helped determine that ferric metal ions did have a pattern of
effect on PAA:CS nanofibers. The bending persistence length (Lp) estimation was based off of
Equation (1) considering two-dimensional nanofiber segment length in relation to angular
correlations (Graham et al., 2014; McCullough et al., 2008), which have successfully captured
semi-flexible biopolymer mechanics (Figure 10).
Ferric ions affected the bending stiffness and average lengths of PAA:CS nanofibers through
electrostatic interactions (Figure 11). Controlled variations of ferric metal ion concentrations led
to qualitative effect on the flexibility of nanofibers in a non-linear pattern (N=630-2200) (Figure
12A). The control samples had an average bending stiffness starting out at 66.59 µm. Comparison
with 0.04% ferric concentration samples of PAA:CS nanofibers (81.30 µm) showed that the
bending stiffness of fibers without metal ions had markedly higher flexibility (correlated with
lower bending stiffness values). At 0.07% ferric concentration, the stiffness of the nanofibers
dropped by about 17% to 67.42 µm in comparison with 0.04% ferric samples. Further addition of
ferric metal ions (0.10% concentration) to the PAA:CS complex prior to electrospinning
dramatically raised the average bending stiffness of nanofibers to 121.96 µm, the highest bending
stiffness achieved from all the attempted concentration variations of ferric metal ions. Raising the
concentration of metal ions further to 0.25% ferric yielded the lowest average Lp of our samples at
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62.29 µm, and therefore fabrication of the most flexible of all nanofibers. Continuing to 0.50%
ferric metal ion concentration of PAA:CS nanofibers brought the bending stiffness back up to
86.65 µm, slightly higher than the nanofiber measurement obtained at 0.04% concentration.
Further addition of ferric metal ions did not affect the bending stiffness as much as previous lower
variations. With ferric metal ions at 1.00%, the average bending stiffness only lowered to 82.33
µm. Finally, at 2.00%, the effect of metal ions reached 78.92 µm, showing that at the three highest
concentrations the flexibility of the nanofibers only minorly changed. Bending stiffness range of
measurements was widest for 0.10% ferric samples as revealed in box plot graphing, spanning
from about 75 µm to 230 µm while none of the other data plots broke past a bending stiffness
higher than about 135 µm (Figure 12B).
Length changes brought on by ferric metal ions also showed a non-linear pattern of effect
(Figure 13A). PAA:CS nanofibers rose in average length from 95.7 µm (0% Fe3+) to 52.9 µm
(0.04% Fe3+). Though the change between the control and initial concentration was a loss of length
of about 55%, the following concentrations did not show as marked a change. Raising the
concentration further to 0.07% lowered the average PAA:CS fiber lengths to 46.56 µm, and further
addition of ferric (0.10%) only shortened the nanofibers to an average length of about 44.07 µm.
This is one of the shortest average lengths accomplished out of all concentrations. Further study
of the range of measurements via box plot application revealed that nanofiber length measurements
varied mostly at a concentration of 0.25% (Figure 13B), where a lengthening of the nanofibers to
77.51 µm occurred, the longest average attained in our studies with addition of metal ions.
Continuing to 0.50% concentration, the nanofibers did get shorter, though the change was not as
drastic (65.68 µm). The final two concentrations showed a further shortening, the length
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measurements came out very similar. The 1.00% samples had an average length of 37.91 µm,
while 2.00% showed a slightly longer length of 38.31 µm.
3.2. Chitosan helps ferric ions modulate the mechanical properties of PAA nanofibers.
To identify the roles of chitosan in PAA nanofiber mechanics, we imaged PAA nanofibers in
the presence or absence of chitosan and measured nanofibers’ lengths and bending persistence
lengths through the same methods as those from the previous section at varying ferric metal ion
concentrations.
Overall, nanofibers with chitosan showed less change in length and ranged from half to three
times shorter than their non-CS PAA counterparts (Figure 14A). At a concentration of 0.04% Fe3+,
chitosan nanofibers showed a length of 52.94 µm compared to PAA without CS (at 0.04% Fe3+)
average length of 156.65 µm. At the slightly higher 0.07% ferric concentration, CS-containing
nanofibers had an average length of 46.58 µm, being nearly half of the length of nanofibers without
CS (100.47 µm). This pattern was also repeated with the higher concentration of ferric (0.10%),
with PAA:CS lengths averaging at 44.07 µm as compared with PAA nanofibers with lengths of
88.55 µm. Control samples of nanofiber length with PAA:CS had average length of about 95.74
µm but could not be directly compared to their non-CS counterparts due to the nanofibers spanning
much longer lengths than the imaging parameters allowed for measurement. The box plot analysis
of the nanofibers revealed that the most varied range of lengths occurred at a concentration of
0.04% ferric metal ions without chitosan, spanning from under 25 µm to slightly under 350 µm
(Figure 14B).
Bending stiffness effects of CS on PAA nanofibers with Fe3+ were not as easy to discern as the
length patterns (Figure 15A). PAA:CS had a higher bending stiffness of 81.30 µm compared to
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non-CS nanofibers at average bending stiffnesses of 66.94 µm, indicating more flexibility without
CS. At 0.07% ferric metal ions, the CS nanofibers become more flexible with a bending stiffness
of 67.42 µm compared to the higher one of non-CS at 78.03 µm. Interestingly, the 0.10% samples
(no CS) affected the persistence length about the same as those with the same concentration of
ferric and chitosan included with bending stiffness measurements of 125.95 µm and 121.96 µm
respectively. In box plot analysis of the measurements, chitosan nanofibers showed a wider range
(about 76-220 µm) than non-CS samples (80-200 µm) (Figure 15B). Control nanofiber
measurements were also attempted, though the measurements of those without CS could only be
done on segments as opposed to end-to-end measurement due to imaging constrictions (as stated
in previous paragraph). As such, bending stiffness of nanofibers without CS (47.66 µm) was most
likely lower. PAA:CS nanofiber bending stiffness recall, was at 66.59 µm and therefore showed
CS making the complex stiffer than the non-CS nanofibers.
3.3. Electrospun PAA:CS nanofiber Young’s modulus is affected by ferric metal ion.
We estimated the Young’s modulus (see Methods for details) of PAA:CS:Fe3+ nanofibers
based on average persistence length analysis and diameter measured from SEM images. Young’s
modulus in our study ranged from 0.27 kPa to 16.51 kPa (Table 1). The nanofibers with highest
calculated strength were at a ferric concentration of 0.10% with chitosan.
Nanofibers with CS tended to range from below 1 kPa to about 4 kPa of average Young’s
modulus, with exception of 0.10% ferric concentrated samples which had the lowest diameter and
therefore the highest calculated range limit of Young’s modulus at 16.51 kPa. Control samples
with chitosan had a Young’s modulus of 3.25 kPa at an average diameter of 202 nm, while PAAonly nanofibers showed a much lower average strength at 1.10 kPa in correlation with their higher
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average diameter of 235 nm. The lowest values of strength of the measured concentrations were
from 1.00% ferric metal ion concentrations ranging from their lowest average at 0.27 kPa, to a
much higher 3.36 kPa.
3.4. Characterization sheds light on how ferric metal ions affect individual PAA:CS
nanofiber structure.
Metal ion interaction at varying concentrations influences bonds of polyacrylic acid in
individual nanofibers. According to FTIR spectra, free carboxyl groups of PAA have a sharp band
at 1702 cm-1, indicating a strong C=O stretching vibration and the low concentration of Fe3+ that
attached to these groups (Figure 16A). For comparison, strong C=O stretching vibration for
monomer carboxylic acid is at 1770~1750 cm-1 while for PAA this peak is displaced to a lower
wave number because of hydrogen bonding among the carbonyl groups of the polymer (Hoerter
et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2007; Todica et al., 2015). This peak was further shifted due to
reconfiguration of polymer chains post-Fe3+ addition (Hoerter et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2007).
Interestingly, in FTIR a peak at 1591 cm-1 only appeared for samples with a ferric
concentration at 1% showing carboxyl C=O asymmetric stretching. Since symmetric stretching of
the carboxyl groups on PAA are at 1412 cm-1, the difference between this peak and the asymmetric
one in 1% ferric metal ion samples is 179 cm-1. According to Kirwan et al., comparison of the
distance between symmetric and asymmetric stretching (Δν) compared to salt (Δνsalt) helps
determine the type of bond between the carboxylate groups and metal ions (Kirwan et al., 2003).
This value is larger than the Δν for PAA:CS nanofibers indicated by Malhotra et. al’s values,
therefore showing that the type of bonds between PAA and Fe3+ are due to bidentate bridging in
that concentration of ferric (Baigorri et al., 2007; Malhotra et al., 2016). The 1% concentration
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also displayed a sharper, slightly larger peak of 1412 cm-1 owing to more symmetric carboxyl
group vibrations than in the other samples. And though the peak at 1169 cm-1 is present across all
samples, it is higher at 1% ferric metal ion concentration and is due to the stretching of neighboring
carboxyl groups (Baigorri et al., 2007). These peaks are further sharpened as the concentration
rises to 1.5% and 2%, though the highest peaks are displayed at 1.5% of ferric concentration,
followed by 2%. Raising the concentration of metal ions to 5% leads to a significant change, raising
the transmittance across all peaks.
The rise of a peak at 1452 cm-1 represents C-H deformation with increasing Fe3+
concentrations and therefore rearrangement of the system. Further C=O stretching coupled with
O-H in-plane bending is reflected in the peak at 1233 cm-1 but does not see major change across
concentrations. Nonetheless, this peak does suggest that PAA is a polymer with syndiotactic
configuration in which repeating units alternate stereochemical configuration in a regulated
manner. Had it been atactic (lacking regular stereochemical configurations), there would have been
a peak at 1250 cm-1, as well as a shoulder at 1300 cm-1 (Dong et al., 1997). The peak at 1169 cm1

, according to Baigorri et al. indicates C=O stretching of neighboring carboxyl groups (Baigorri

et al., 2007). It remains clearly defined across all samples, though it does weaken slightly with the
rising concentration of ferric.
Previous work states that the chitosan interaction with the ferric metal ions and PAA is minimal
due to the pH of the solution being low, leading to protonation of CS chains and not allowing for
further interaction with the system (Guibal et al., 2014). Protonation effect was somewhat verified
by the PAA-CS-Fe3+ FTIR data, which is similar to past characterization of PAA-Fe3+ systems
with no chitosan characteristic peaks at 1154 cm-1 or 893 cm-1 present (Su et al., 2011). Further
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literature search did indicate peaks at 1601 cm-1 and 1650 cm-1 for the depicting of N-H bending
in primary amino groups as well as carbonyl stretch of amide bonding (Su et al., 2011) which were
not initially noted as an issue in FTIR until peak deconvolution studies revealed new peaks (see
below). Direct verification of Fe-O interaction bands would have to be on FTIR with lower range,
seeing as they appear below 500 cm-1 and therefore outside the scope of our instrument (Baigorri
et al., 2007).
Further study into concentrations of PAA-only, 0.04%, 0.10%, and 1.00% of ferric metal ion
peak deconvolutions within the wavenumber range of 1530-1810 cm-1 (Figure 16B-E) indicate
the splitting of the peak at 1702 cm-1 into a peak at 1668 cm-1 and 1710 cm-1. FTIR deconvolution
of PAA-only samples (Figure 16B) reveal only the two peaks mentioned above. According to
Zheng et. al, the 1668 cm-1 peak is indicative of asymmetric stretching of the carboxyl groups of
PAA (Zheng et al., 2016), though to our knowledge further comparisons could not be justified
with literature due to no mention of such a peak. The remaining 1710 cm-1 peak reveals further
C=O stretching of the carbonyl (Anjum et al., 2017) as well as intermolecular hydrogen bonding
of the carbonyl groups . These two peaks remain present through the other samples but shift in
size. In the 0.04% sample the 1668 cm-1 peak has less height, but the 1710 cm-1 peak is larger (in
comparison to both the PAA-only 1710 cm-1 peak as well as the 1668 cm-1 in the same
concentration), showing more stretching of C=O carbonyl bonds and hydrogen bonding (Figure
16C). Further addition of ferric metal ions to create the 0.10% FTIR spectra for deconvolutions
reveal a shift once again in size, though there was no change in the type of peaks (Figure 16D).
The peak at 1668 cm-1 had a higher value than any of the previous concentrations, while 1710 cm1

became smaller. Peaks at the 1.00% (Figure 16E) had more shifting still and revealed several
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more peaks not seen in the lower concentrations, including 1591 cm-1, 1637 cm-1, 1727 cm-1, and
1753 cm-1. The type of bridging seen for ferric metal ions was studied using the 1591 cm-1 peak
initially, though further deconvolution with AFM-IR application have revealed more detail into
the bridging studies done through FTIR peaks (see below). Polyacrylic acid peaks at 1637 cm-1
verify asymmetric vibrations of PAA (Zhong et al., 2015b), while 1727 cm-1 shows C=O stretching
of the carboxyl groups (Singh & Singhal, 2012). Though there is a lack of more indicative peaks
at lower concentrations, it could be due to the small amount of metal ions in solution and therefore
less interactions. The further study of these concentrations with AFM-IR is therefore meant to
offer better insight into the bond vibrational changes occurring.
Application of AFM-IR at the same concentrations (PAA-only, 0.04%, 0.10%, and 1.00%
Fe3+) as FTIR peak deconvolutions takes advantage of higher spatial resolution to allow better
study of the morphological changes, including imaging of topography and clustering (Figure 18A,
18B). PAA-only nanofibers are used as control samples to show clustering of ions was only
occurring in the nanofibers with metal addition, as well as including further reference peaks
(Figure 18C). However, comparison with nanoIR peaks shows further deconvolution with an extra
peak at 1727 cm-1 (Figure 18G), seen in the FTIR results only in the 1.00% concentration. The
samples with metal ion concentrations were more thoroughly studied via their breakdown into the
nanofiber as well as cluster deconvoluted spectra. At a concentration of 0.04% metal ions (Figure
18D), the same peaks seen in PAA nanofibers were present, though there was a shift in height for
the 1668 cm-1 and 1727 cm-1 peaks showing the influence of the metal ions even at small
concentrations. Cluster studies for the 0.04% concentration (Figure 18H) show further peaks at
1620 cm-1 and 1691 cm-1 but did not contain the peak at 1727 cm-1, which means there is less C=O
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stretching of the carboxyl groups. The peak at 1620 cm-1 is due to asymmetric stretching of PAA
(Anjum et al., 2017), revealing the interaction with the ferric metal ions. At 1691 cm-1, it appears
that the PAA carbonyl groups of monomers have conformational changes induced by the metal
ions to the polymer chains (Dehghani et al., 2017). Comparison of the changes at 0.10% Fe3+
(Figure 18E) reveal a new peak at 1650 cm-1, though it is not fully clear how much is influence
from the chitosan (J. W. Lee et al., 1999; Smitha et al., 2004; Su et al., 2011) versus the C=O bonds
of PAA (Baigorri et al., 2007). The peak at 1710 cm-1 becomes smaller while 1727 cm-1 peak rises,
though it is the opposite in the cluster peaks (Figure 18I). Clusters at 0.10% ferric metal ions have
two additional peaks at 1571 cm-1 and 1704 cm-1. The conformational changes of the monomers
of PAA at 1691 cm-1 are much more apparent in 0.10% in comparison to the clusters at 0.04%
ferric concentration, showing higher strain as more bonds are being formed within the nanofiber
structure. The final peak within the 0.10% cluster spectra at 1704 cm-1 could be due to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding occurring amongst carbonyl groups of the PAA (Hoerter et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2007; Todica et al., 2015) which is more possible as the polymer chains are
wrapped tighter around the ferric metal ions. At the final concentration studied (1.00% Fe3+), the
widest variety of peaks is present. In the nanofiber (Figure 18F), the 1650 cm-1 peak is barely
present in comparison to the 0.10% ferric nanofiber spectra. This could be due to further
protonation of chitosan or less C=O bond vibrational changes. This is one of two peaks which is
not present in the cluster of 1.00% nanofibers (Figure 18J), the other of which is the peak at 1668
cm-1 (indicating lowering of asymmetric stretching). Nonetheless, presence of peaks at 1571 cm-1
and 1620 cm-1 verify ferric interaction with PAA and bidentate bridging. The presence of the
remaining peaks (1691 cm-1, 1710 cm-1, and 1727 cm-1) show that the main interactions occur with
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the polyacrylic acid, though further verification of lack of chitosan bond vibrations is required to
confirm this.
Finally, there are peaks at about 800 cm-1 indicative of C-H twisting on PAA as well as CCOOH stretching (Dong et al., 1997). Though clear across all samples, the effect is strongest at
1.5% ferric concentration, further confirming the higher reconfiguration effect occurring within
the system when compared with other concentrations.
Conductivity of the nanofiber system was also studied. PAA and CS individually show a very
low level of conductivity (Figure 19). Addition of HCl raised the measurement to 83.2 mS/cm,
but the value barely changed with addition of 0.04% ferric metal ions. Ferric at a concentration of
0.1M showed the highest conductivity by itself with values of the mixed nanofiber solutions never
rising as high. When the same concentration of ferric was used without chitosan, the conductivity
dropped slightly. The final concentration tested (1%) did not show significant change from the
conductivity of 0.10% ferric metal ions. Overall no real conductivity differences could be used
definitively to differentiate one concentration from another.
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Figure 9. Representative dark field confocal microscopy images of electrospun PAA:CS
nanofibers at varying ferric metal ion concentrations (0%, 0.04%, 0.07%,0.10%, 0.25%, 0.50%,
1.00%, 2.00%). These reveal qualitative changes in length and stiffness of nanofibers at different
ferric metal ion concentrations. ImageJ is used to create a skeletonized version of the nanofibers
which is overlaid on filter-enhanced contrasted images in Persistence. Accurate end to end
determination via Persistence selection is verified by user for final calculation of average length
and bending persistence length of set. Scale bar represents 300 µm.
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Figure 10. The cosine correlation functions are plotted against PAA:CS nanofiber segment
length at varying ferric ion concentrations. Solid lines indicate best fits of the data in accordance
to Equation (1), yielding the bending persistence lengths. Changes in ferric concentration affect
bending stiffness of nanofibers.
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Figure 11. Electrostatic interaction schematic of PAA with CS and ferric metal ions. PAA
anionic carboxylate groups form electrostatic crosslinks with CS cationic amine groups and metal
ions for further nanofiber stability.
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Figure 12. Ferric metal ions influence nanofiber length in a nonlinear manner. (A) Average
nanofiber length depends on ferric ion concentration. The shortest nanofibers at the lowest possible
concentration are created at 0.10% ferric metal ions, with ion effects also revealing a non-linear
pattern of effect. (B) Box plot of nanofiber length distribution at varying ferric ion concentrations.
Though 1.00% and 2.00% concentrations show some of the shortest nanofibers, this seems to be
at the threshold of effect metal ions can induce. Range of lengths at lower concentrations do not
show a large difference until the 0.25% concentration, suggesting a level of optimization before
further shifting of ferric in the system. The box range represents quartiles of 10% and 90% and
reveals the effect of ferric concentration strength on each set. (N=630-2200)
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Figure 13. Ferric ion modulation of bending stiffness in PAA:CS nanofibers is determined by
persistence length analysis. (A) Ferric ion-dependent bending persistence length of PAA:CS
nanofibers. With addition of ferric, that interaction between metal ions and PAA:CS raises stiffness
of the nanofibers in a non-linear manner. (B) The box range represents quartiles of 10% and 90%
and reveals ferric modulation distribution. Metal ion concentration of 0.10% has the most effect
on nanofiber stiffness and shows the widest range in distribution of effect. (N=630-2200)
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Figure 14. Comparison analysis of length of nanofibers electrospun with and without chitosan
at initial concentrations 0%, 0.04%, 0.07%, and 0.10% of ferric metal ions. (A) Nanofibers with
no chitosan (circles) show a higher average nanofiber length that falls dramatically as the
concentration of ferric rises. Nanofibers with chitosan (triangles) did have measurable lengths that
began well below estimations for PAA only nanofibers, and therefore showed more overall
stability in length changes. (B) Length distribution comparison. The box range represents quartiles
of 10% and 90% and reveals the effect of ferric metal ions and chitosan on each set. Nanofibers
with no chitosan (black) show a wider variation of lengths than nanofibers with chitosan. A box
was not created for nanofibers with no chitosan due to their lengths surpassing imaging limitations.
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Figure 15. Comparison analysis of nanofiber bending stiffness of nanofibers electrospun with
and without chitosan at concentrations 0%, 0.04%, 0.07%, and 0.10% of ferric metal ions in box
plots. (A) Nanofibers with no chitosan (circles) at 0%, 0.04%, and 0.07% concentrations of ferric
have lower persistence length and therefore bending stiffness than the average nanofiber with
chitosan (triangles). At concentration 0.10% of ferric, both nanofibers with and without chitosan
converge at similar persistence length averages, as well as highest impact concentration of ferric
on overall stiffness of the nanofibers. Bending stiffness measurements on PAA-only nanofibers
were acquired on fragments of nanofibers that could be captured in span of image. (B) Nanofibers
with no chitosan (black) mostly have lower persistence length and therefore stiffness than the
average nanofiber with chitosan (red). At concentration 0.10% of ferric, both nanofibers with and
without chitosan converge at similar persistence length averages, as well as highest impact
concentration of ferric on overall stiffness of the nanofibers. Bending stiffness of nanofibers
without chitosan or ferric were obtained on filament fragments that fit within the imaging window.
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Figure 16. Nanofiber Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra (A) at varying ferric
concentrations and (B-E) peak deconvolutions at a range of 1530-1810 cm-1. A) PAA bonds with
Fe3+ are reflected in carboxyl group peak shifts. The peaks at 1702 cm-1, 1452 cm-1, 1412 cm-1,
1233 cm-1, 1169 cm-1, and 800 cm-1 show the strongest interaction between the metal ions and
PAA at 1.50% ferric concentration. However, only at samples with 1.00% ferric is a single peak
indicating asymmetric stretching of carboxyl groups of PAA present. Further studies were done
through peak deconvolution of the spectra within the range of 1530-1810 cm-1. B) Peak
deconvolution of PAA-only nanofibers revealed peaks at 1668 cm-1 (royal blue) and 1710 cm-1
(purple) within the 1702 cm-1 peak seen in FTIR. In both 0.04% (C) and 0.10% (D) concentrations
of Fe3+, no further peaks are found. E) At 1.00 Fe3+, a peak is verified at 1591 cm-1 (green)
indicating possible bidentate bridging, with further peaks at 1637 cm-1 (small dark red peak), 1727
cm-1 (light purple), and 1753 cm-1(pink). The peak at 1637 cm-1 shows asymmetric stretching of
carboxyl groups. 1727 cm-1 and 1753 cm-1 show strong C=O stretching of free carboxyl groups.
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Figure 17. AFM-IR studies of nanofibers at 0.04%, 0.10%, 1.00%, as well as control nanofibers
(PAA only). A) AFM height images of nanofibers at varying concentrations on silicon substrates.
B) Images of nanofiber topography across the different concentrations reveal clustering of metal
ions. C) Peak deconvolution on PAA-only nanofibers in FTIR indicating the main reference peaks
used for further peak deconvolution in nanoIR spectra. D-J) Deconvolution of the peaks across the
wavenumber range of 1530-1810 cm-1 reveals the molecule vibrations at both the nanofiber and
clusters formed by the ferric metal ions. Peaks at 1571 cm-1 (red), 1620 cm-1 (orange), 1668 cm-1
(cobalt blue), 1691 cm-1 (navy blue), 1704 cm-1 (denim blue), 1710 cm-1 (purple), and 1727 cm-1
(violet) are not all present across both nanofibers and clusters. Indication of ferric metal ions
forming bidentate bridging is verified via the formation of the peaks at 1571 cm-1 and 1620 cm-1.
The presence of chitosan cannot completely be verified but could be indicated by the 1650 cm-1
peak (green), though only in the 0.10% nanofiber, 0.10% cluster, and 1.00% ferric metal ion
nanofiber. However, this peak could also be affected by PAA C=O stretching.
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Figure 18. Conductivity of PAA:CS nanofiber and pre-fabrication component solutions. A
clear pattern is not evident in ferric-containing pre-electrospinning solutions. Comparison of
conductivity between PAA:CS and ferric-mixed solutions reveals a major rise with metal ions and
therefore should lead to thinner diameter nanofibers.
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Ferric Metal Ion
Concentration (%)

Average Diameter
(nm)

Young’s Modulus
(kPa)

0

202

3.25

PAA only (no CS)
3+
No Fe

195

2.27

0.04

284

1.02

0.10

156-584

0.09-16.51

0.10 (No CS)

248-351

0.67-2.5

1.00

366-397

0.27-0.37

Table 1. Application of SEM diameter measurements as well as persistence length (using
Persistence and Origin software) in calculations to give estimations for Young’s modulus.
Young’s modulus is in the kPa range for individual nanofibers in their hydrated state and show
optimal calculated estimates at 0.10% ferric metal ion concentration.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION
The polyelectrolyte complexation of polyacrylic acid with chitosan has been well studied for
formation of hydrogels (Chen et al., 2006; Malhotra et al., 2016; Penchev et al., 2008; Y. Wang et
al., 2017), revealing the necessity for further crosslinking to ensure the network can withstand
variability in its environment. Electrostatic interactions of amine (CS) and carboxylate (PAA)
functional groups create hydrogels (Bogdanova et al., 2017; Chavasit et al., 1988; H. Wang et al.,
1997) but do not allow optimization for higher pH variations or mechanical stresses without further
processing. Metal ions have been known to interact with polyelectrolyte complexes in hydrogels
to create the necessary resilience against environmental fluctuations (Filippidi et al., 2017; Guibal,
2004; Thünemann et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2016), but study of their effect on the mechanics of
individual nanofibers for tunability have been lacking. Our results suggest that metal ions interact
with polyelectrolyte complexes in a manner that can help optimize electrospun nanofiber
mechanics prior to hydrogel swelling. We showed that increasing ferric metal ion concentrations
do not affect the bending stiffness or PAA:CS nanofiber length in a linear manner, instead reaching
an optimum effect at a metal ion concentration of 0.10%, where stiffness is highest and nanofiber
lengths are shortest (at lower concentrations). Chitosan was also studied to see how it would affect
the changes made by the ferric metal ions, revealing that lack of its presence made for longer
nanofibers but did not change the optimal concentration of 0.10% Fe3+ on bending stiffness
measurements. Further characterization of the system in our studies indicated that most of the
interactions affecting the system were between the positive charges of the metal ions and negative
carboxyl groups of the polyacrylic acid due to protonation of chitosan at the lower pH of the
electrospinning solution, though further study into characteristic peak areas for CS is necessary to
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verify its lack of interaction completely with PAA and the metal ions due to the peak deconvolution
range we chose having both PAA and CS peaks potentially showing too close to each other.
Our work has verified that addition of the metal ions allows the crosslinking necessary to
enhance properties of individual nanofibers. Previous studies reveal that ferric could successfully
bind with both chitosan and polyacrylic acid (Baigorri et al., 2007; Bhatia & Ravi, 2000; Nie et
al., 2016; Wei et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2016), consistent with the ferric ion’s effect on PAA
nanofibers in this study. However, protonation of the chitosan due to low pH hinders its
electrostatic interaction with PAA and could be detrimental to hydrogel mechanics. If no other
form of crosslinking is applied to compensate the lack of interaction between chitosan and PAA,
the complex will not be sustainable for medical applications in such an environment. This effect
is counter-balanced in our work by the ferric metal ions which form strong crosslinks
electrostatically with PAA (Yokoi & Nishi, 1989). Previous research with application of varying
types of metal ions has shown that ferric ions of a high valency make good crosslinkers with PAA
due to their size to charge ratio and higher valency (Malhotra et al., 2016). Even at the same
valency, the smaller the ion the less the same charge must be spread over the ion. Therefore, even
though Fe3+ has the same valence as a metal ion such as Ce3+, the small ferric ion has stronger
interactions overall with PAA. The lower valency of other ions also seen in the study from
Malhotra et al. did not allow as strong of an interaction and instead created a shielding effect
between chitosan and polyacrylic acid as the pH rose, making the polymer complex more prone to
dissolution.
Still, our results suggest that a threshold needs to be overcome before optimal effect of the
ferric metal ions can be obtained for bending stiffness. Protonation of PAA is still possible and
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could be one factor hindering ferric interactions at lower pH in concert with hindrance from
chitosan. Competition between the positive charges of the chitosan, protons, and Fe3+ could be
creating a repulsion effect within the system as ferric is being added, leading to the delay in rise
of bending stiffness until the 0.10% concentration. It could also be the steric effect of the chains
of chitosan which are drawn to the carboxylate groups of PAA and make it more difficult for the
much smaller, less concentrated metal ions to reach the anionic charges. It has been suggested that
ferric ions form clusters to which the polyacrylic acid is drawn to even in lower pH solutions where
protonation of the carboxyl groups usually occur as shown in our results, which could explain how
even with competition from CS and protons the PAA and Fe3+ still manage to form complexes
even at lower concentrations of metal ions (Calvo-Marzal et al., 2011; Yokoi & Nishi, 1989; Yokoi
et al., 1993).
The pre-electrospinning solution creation at a lower pH affected chitosan through protonation
that kept interaction between it and the other components to an arguably negligible level, making
most of the effect a focus between PAA and ferric metal ions (Baigorri et al., 2007; Malhotra et
al., 2016). However, our studies on nanofiber mechanics with and without CS in the system
showed the effect of its presence to a rise in concentration to 0.10%, at which bending stiffness
average measurements were similar. Without chitosan present it was difficult to keep the system
from gelation due to the strong interactions of PAA and Fe3+ and therefore higher measurements
were not acquired. Though CS could be protonated, the steric hindrance provided by its presence
could be slowing down creation of electrostatic interactions between PAA and the metal ions. The
initial rise and then fall of PAA:CS:Fe3+ nanofiber bending stiffness before reaching the highest
effect value is mostly reliant on the presence of CS, seeing as comparison to nanofibers with only
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PAA:Fe3+ revealed a steady climb in their bending stiffness values. This boost could be due to the
electrostatic interactions created by the ferric ions with multiple chains to make up for the lack of
chitosan in the complex, as well as lack of competition for interactions with PAA (Baigorri et al.,
2007; Wei et al., 2013; Zhong et al., 2016). Since chitosan does not fully block ferric interaction
with PAA, it could rather help reinforce nanofibers physically. Results from FTIR and AFM-IR
reinforce this theory due to the lack of peaks for chitosan functional groups on initial study, though
further characterization is required for verification. When compared to studies done on PAA
interaction with metal ions without the presence of other crosslinkers (Jones et al., 1998; RomaLuciow et al., 2000; Yokoi et al., 1993), our results showed similar lack of CS presence with
exception of the main peak at 1650 cm-1 in deconvolutions, though there is need to look at a wider
range of CS characteristic peaks.
Of special interest in our study of bond interactions with FTIR was the single peak that showed
at 1591cm-1 at a ferric concentration of 1.00%, indicating ferric metal ion bidentate bridging in
which the two oxygen groups attached to one carboxyl carbon of PAA interact with a ferric metal
molecule each. This result was verified via further results of AFM IR studies, in which peak
deconvolution was done on various nanofiber concentrations. As shown in the FTIR of higher
concentrations, the peak was not as accurate of a representation when compared with AFM-IR
results. These also showed varying peak changes throughout the concentrations studied, which
could be indication of how the crosslinks are shifting within the structure, even while acting as
clusters. Migration of the metal ions is key in self-healing structures for medical applications since
their electrostatic nature allows them to create new crosslinks in severed materials (Wei et al.,
2013; Zheng et al., 2016). At 0.10% Fe3+ concentration in both length and bending stiffness it can
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be noted that the nanofibers reach a saturation point in bending stiffness and length changes,
though how PAA, Fe3+, and chitosan interact at this concentration requires further study
considering the peak results of deconvolution.
While various studies done for the mechanics of hydrogels using different methods yielded a
wide range of Young’s modulus measurements (6-100,000 kPa) (Gulyuz & Okay, 2013, 2014;
Lichter et al., 2008), the knowledge of Young’s modulus for individual PAA nanofibers is lacking.
Single fiber studies have focused on several polymer nanofibers with application of AFM threepoint bend testing over ridges on customized substrates (S.-H. Lee et al., 2005; Y. Li & Wan, 2017;
Shin et al., 2006; E. P. S. Tan & Lim, 2004). However, no applications for Young’s modulus
calculation have been proposed in which bending stiffness and diameter measurements are applied
for estimation without direct measurement via other instrumentation. Our work therefore offers a
technique of polymer strength measurement in single nanofibers without requiring more complex,
time-consuming methods.
Though our calculations of Young’s modulus have a wide range, they are within reasonable
bounds when compared to other polymer materials. For instance, Marklein et al.’s study on
methacrylated hyaluronic acid hydrogels yielded Young’s modulus measurements in the range of
1.5-12.4 kPa with successful human mesenchymal stem cell growth (Marklein et al., 2012).
Gulyuz and Okay fabricated PAA hydrogels of 6-53 kPa (Gulyuz & Okay, 2013), also overlapping
with our own measurements and indicating that our nanofibers show acceptable strength estimates
even in their dry states. Though other studies focusing on single nanofibers reported Young’s
modulus in the MPa-GPa range, it should be noted that their methods required AFM application
of the three-point bend test (Cuenot et al., 2004; Shin et al., 2006; E. P. S. Tan & Lim, 2004), and
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indicate a measurement of a force applied to the nanofiber in a small area as opposed to the full
nanofiber elasticity. Such methods also require more complex instrumentation and manipulation
at the nano-scale for suspension of the nanofiber over a groove in a customized substrate. The
AFM cantilever tip can then induce a deflection of the material but can only focus on study of one
nanofiber at a time, making it a more time-consuming methodology. The range in our
measurements could be due to moisture from the atmosphere affecting nanofibers or age of some
of the samples measured, leading to breakdown. It is known that nanofibers have significantly
higher Young’s modulus measurements in relation to lower diameter measures, while their higher
diameter counterparts closer resemble measurements of macro-scale Young’s modulus of the same
material (Cuenot et al., 2004). The PAA:CS fiber Young’s modulus range therefore shows room
for improvement of mechanical characteristics.
Solution conductivity is known to influence electrospinning greatly, determining whether a
solution will create uniform or beaded nanofibers, or ribbons. Most importantly conductivity in
the critical range of a polymer solution could create uniform, thinner-diameter nanofibers desired
for their higher Young’s modulus. Based on conductivity results acquired, PAA:CS nanofibers
without metal ions should create nanofibers with higher diameters and lower Young’s modulus
when compared to electrospinning solutions with any concentration of ferric. Results showed that
ferric solutions with or without CS all had much higher values of conductivity when compared to
PAA or PAA:CS-only measurements, though a pattern was not easy to reveal due to how close in
value the metal ion solutions all were. The method used also included the solution prior to
electrospinning, which accounted for conductivity of the solvent and therefore was not focused
solely on metal ion influence. Further study into the effect of conductivity would consequently
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have to be explored on the final product for better indication of impact by the metal ions for better
control of mechanical strength.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
In-depth study of the effect of metal ions on polyelectrolyte nanofibers is necessary to
understand if the effects could be tunable in nanofiber materials. Biomedical applications stand to
benefit due to the nanofiber hydrogel’s natural ability to mimic extracellular matrix, allowing for
better drug delivery vehicles, wound dressings, and tissue scaffolds via swelling of electrospun
polyelectrolyte nanofibers. The main conclusion to be drawn of our study is the tunability offered
by metal ions over polyelectrolyte mechanics at the individual nanofiber level. Other studies have
involved atomic force microscopy bend tests to measure mechanical characteristics, but such
methodology requires complex instrumentation and time-consuming setup. Our results reveal how
application of a technique usually reserved for biopolymers could be applied in estimations of
nanofiber mechanical changes. Nonetheless, further research is required into application of our
technique in comparison with other well-established methods.
We have shown how metal ions can modulate polyelectrolyte nanofiber mechanics in a tunable
manner. Further characterization will help develop a clearer pattern of the effect of metal ions
through expanded conductivity characterization for adjusted electrospinning. Additionally, further
development of AFM application will give insight into structural and mechanical strength for
comparison of our techniques and study of bending stiffness of nanofibers at further concentrations
will clarify metal ion interaction patterns. Optimization of nanofiber mechanics will also include
addition of new components such as proteins, which are already biocompatible and could come
with added control of characteristics of the hydrogel through folding and unfolding of the
electrospun proteins. We expect to develop our nanofiber material with addition of fibrinogen to
enhance intrinsic properties of the hydrogel in anchorage of the bulk material to a wound area and
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aid encouragement of suitable proliferation of wound healing cells while offering potential control
of the hydrogel through protein folding/unfolding. Experimentation on all these fronts will aid in
the creation of a material which could be applied to different environments of the body in a tunable
manner and with adaptable mechanical characteristics. Our work focused on study of individual
nanofibers in hopes that optimization at that level will further enhance the mechanics of hydrogels
whose characteristic changes via metal ions have been well established. We look forward to
creating a better understanding of the polyelectrolyte interaction with metal ions in application of
polyelectrolytes for biomedical applications.
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